
Supply List Advanced Drawing: The Botanical Plate   

Kathy Schermer-Gramm    katsgramm@gmail.com   

Bring to each class:   
-Graphite Pencils: One each 4H, 2H, HB, 4B and 6B. When choosing pencils stick with one brand (Faber-Castell, 

Prismacolor Turquoise, Derwent are all good brands).  

- Sharpener: A hand held manual pencil sharpener. No electric sharpeners may be used in the class, but may be used 

outside as the noise is distracting. If using a mechanical drafting pencil with changeable leads, you will need a pencil 

pointer.   

- Fine sandpaper: One sheet, drafting sandpaper pad or emery board for finer pencil points. Paper towels or rags. 

- Erasers: Grey kneaded and white plastic eraser (the pencil shaped plastic erasers are nice for getting into small areas 

or a block that can be cut to shape with an Xacto knife). Metal Eraser Shield. 

- Tracing paper pad: 11 x 14 

- Medium/Heavy weight Drawing Pad: 11 x 14”. This can be the same one used in other courses. Canson and Strathmore 

are good brands (300 or 400 series). Look for pads that lay flat when opened, are acid-free, and have a slight tooth. 

Feel the different pads. The very smooth pads are for ink, rough pads for sketching, slight tooth/texture (which is what 

you want) is ideal for drawing.   

- Botanical Plate Paper: 140 lb Hot Pressed Arches Watercolor Paper (22 x 30” sheet or block). Finished drawing will be 

no smaller than 9 x 12” plus a 2” border (13 x 16” Minimum paper size).  

- Small ruler and Drafting Divider. Scissors or Xacto knife,   

- Large soft paint brush or feather for cleaning paper.   

- Removable tape: Drafting, painters, or “Artists” tape.   

- Small desk lamp and extension cord: Gooseneck or swing lamp are best for their flexibility.    

- Drawing board. As large as your plate drawing will be. 

- Shoe or photo box: Prop to set up subject on.  

- Board Prop: To elevate drawing board about 4” high. This could be a 4x4” block of wood (12”length), a box, or a roll 

of paper towels.  

- Plant Specimen: You will work with one flowering Southeastern native plant of your choice during the class to 

construct a full botanical plate from. Other plant material to be announced prior to class. 

- -Handouts: Each week, a few days before class I will email you handouts that you will need to print 

out and bring with to the upcoming class session. These may be printed at a copy or office shop if 

you do not have access to a printer.  

Sources: Michaels, AC Moore, Staples, Hobby Lobby, Walmart, or Jerry’s (Raleigh). ONLINE: Jerry’s 

Artarama, Cheap Joes, or Dick Blick   


